
In 2017 we sponsored the Dibyendu Barua Academy in Kolkata with a complete set of Quality Chess books.

“I can see that I’ve been rather spoiled by the excellence of Quality Chess’ offerings! ...it’s not really fair to expect the same level from other publishers...”
GM Matthew Sadler, New in Chess
Improvement Books

Boris Gelfand
*Technical Decision: Making in Chess*
Gelfand’s award-winning series continues with a deep look at the final phase of the game.

Sam Shankland
*Small Steps to Giant Improvement*
Double Olympiad gold medal winner and 2018 US Champion, Sam Shankland delivers a forensic investigation into pawn play.

Smith & Tikkanen
*The Woodpecker Method*
The two Swedish Grandmasters explain and demonstrate the main aspects of the path they took to the title.

Vladimir Kramnik
*The Inside Story*
Kramnik’s long-term manager Casper Hensel tells the inside story of working with the Russian ex-World Champion.

Viswanathan Anand
*Small Steps to Giant Improvement*
Michiel Abeln has been granted access to Anand and his coaches for this unique in-depth look at how a five-times World Champion prepares for a clash at the highest level.

Jacob Aagaard
*The Chess from Scratch series*
The Chess from Scratch series of textbooks and workbooks are designed to take the reader from learning the rules of the game to playing competitively with skill and confidence.

Other great improvement books published in 2018 are Jan Markos: *Under the Surface*, Jaan Ehlvest: *Grandmaster Opening Preparation* and Jacob Aagaard: *A Matter of Technique*.

Opening Books

Aabling-Thomsen & Agermose Jensen
*The Electrifying Elephant Gambit*
Danish Chess hooligans providing propaganda for the most direct way to face the open games. What’s not to like?

Michael Roiz
*The Queen’s Indian Defence*
Israeli International and second to the elite, GM Michael Roiz, delivers the follow-up to his best-selling Grandmaster Repertoire book on the Nimzo-Indian, completing his repertoire.

Antonios Pavlidis
*The Sicilian Taimanov*
The former Greek Champion delivers an obsessively researched and analysed repertoire for Black in the most flexible Sicilian main line.

John Shaw – Playing 1.e4
*French Defence & Sicilian Sidelines*
Sicilian Main Lines
These titles complete this three-volume series, giving White a practical and aggressive 1.e4 repertoire.

Boris Avrukh – 1.d4
*2A KID & Grunfeld*
*2B Dynamic Systems*
Boris Avrukh completes his re-imagination of a 21st century 1.d4 repertoire.